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		If you’re a .NET developer looking to build tablet apps, this practical book takes you step-by-step through the process of developing apps for the Windows Store. You’ll learn how to use Microsoft’s Modern UI design language with Windows 8.1 and WinRT 8.1.1 by building a line-of-business mobile app with C# through the course of the book.

	
		To develop the app, you’ll work with the same system details and design specs that apply to retail apps, such as persistence, backend service, and Windows 8 features for sharing and search. You’ll learn how to develop the code, incorporate third-party open source products, and package your app for the Windows Store.

		
			Build a UI with XAML and the Model/View/View-Model pattern
	
			Understand asynchrony—and rediscover threads and parallelism
	
			Store data and system settings locally with SQLite
	
			Use app bars for commands and the settings charm for Help options
	
			Present notifications as tile updates, badges, or toast popups
	
			Help users visualize locations and tag activities to a map
	
			Enable apps to share data and run side-by-side in the UI
	
			Implement functionality for running tasks in the background
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IBM Xseries 455 Planning And Installation GuideIBM Press, 2004
The IBM eServer xSeries 455 is the second-generation Enterprise X-Architecture server using the 64-bit IBM XA-64 chipset and the Intel Itanium 2 processor. Unlike the x450, its predecessor, the x455 supports the merging of four server chassis to form a single 16-way image, providing even greater expandability and investment protection. 
 ...
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The Trouble With Physics: The Rise of String Theory, The Fall of a Science, and What Comes NextMariner Books, 2007

	In this illuminating book, the renowned theoretical physicist Lee Smolin argues that fundamental physics -- the search for the laws of nature -- losing its way. Ambitious ideas about extra dimensions, exotic particles, multiple universes, and strings have captured the public’s imagination -- and the imagination of experts. But these...
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Lee and Gaensslen's Advances in Fingerprint Technology,  Third EditionCRC Press, 2012

	Reflecting new discoveries in fingerprint science, Lee and Gaensslen’s Advances in Fingerprint Technology, Third Edition has been completely updated with new material and nearly double the references contained in the previous edition. The book begins with a detailed review of current, widely used development techniques,...
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Secure Computer and Network Systems: Modeling, Analysis and DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Secure Computer and Network Systems    

    Modeling, Analysis and Design    

    

    Nong Ye, Arizona State University, USA    

    

    Computer and network systems have given us unlimited opportunities of reducing cost, improving efficiency, and increasing revenues, as demonstrated by...
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Functional and Logic Programming: 10th International Symposium, FLOPS 2010Springer, 2010

	This volume contains the proceedings of the 10th International Symposium on Functional and Logic Programming (FLOPS 2010), held in Sendai, Japan, April 19–21, 2010 at Aoba Memorial Hall, Tohoku University.


	FLOPS is a forum for research on all issues concerning declarative programming, including functional programming and...
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Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
Even if you've never used Macromedia Dreamweaver before, this  Visual QuickStart Guide will have you up and running with Macromedia's popular  Web authoring program in no time. In this completely updated edition of our  best-selling guide to Macromedia Dreamweaver, leading technology authors Tom  Negrino and Dori Smith use their...
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